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Abstract 

Tantrayukti, a foundational concept in classical Indian logic (Nyaya), elucidates the principles governing strategic 
reasoning and argumentation. This article explores Tantrayukti as a methodological tool employed by ancient 
Indian scholars to effectively construct and deconstruct arguments in debates and philosophical discourse. It 
examines the key components of Tantrayukti, such as hetvabhasa (fallacious reasoning) and upanaya (rebuttal), 
highlighting their roles in ensuring logical coherence and rigour. Furthermore, the article delves into historical 
examples and textual references to illustrate the practical application of Tantrayukti in various philosophical 
debates. By analyzing these aspects, the article aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of how 
Tantrayukti continues to enrich the tradition of logical reasoning in classical Indian philosophy. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Meemansa (Purva Mimamsa), Nyaya, and Vyakarana are essential for interpreting the Vedas. These 
philosophies focus on understanding Vedic texts, using principles of interpretation, logical reasoning, and 
grammar respectively. In Ayurveda, which also draws from Vedic literature, these disciplines are valuable for 
interpretation. However, Ayurveda has developed its own method called Tantrayukti. This approach integrates 
key insights from Meemansa, Nyaya, Vyakarana, and other sciences. Tantrayukti ensures that Ayurvedic texts 
are interpreted accurately and effectively within its unique framework. 
 

DEFINITION 
 
Tantrayukti is the methodology or technique or systemic approach of studying a Tantra (science) to interpret 
its correct, unambiguous meaning for the precise practical application.[2] 
 

MEANING 
 
Tantra in this context refers to the guiding principles of Ayurveda. Yukti denotes a method where multiple 
observations are correlated to discern the correct meaning. It is crucial to grasp Tantrayukti for a thorough 
comprehension of Ayurveda. 
Scholars have expressed it in various other meanings too.[3] 
1. Formal elements which gave form to a scientific work’ by Gerhard Obberhammer 
2. Methodology of theoretico-scientific treatisies in Sanskrit by Dr.W.K.Lele 
3. ‘Methodology and technique, which enable one to compose and interpret scientific treatises correctly 
and intelligently’by N. E. Muthuswamy (TYV) 
4. An expedient in the writing of science by Surendra Nath Mittal 
5. 'Methodology in Sanskrit texts on Science' by K.V.Sharma 
6. ‘Forms of Scientific argument’ by S.C.Vidyabhushana 
7. ‘Plan of a treatise’ by Shama shastry 
8. ‘Method of treatment, maxims for the interpretation of textual topics’ by Esther Solomon 
 

SOURCES 
 
Following are important sources to understand Tantrayukti: 
1. Charak Samhita Siddhi Sthana 12th chapter with commentaries 
2. Sushruta samhita Uttara tantra 65th chapter with commentaries 
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3. Ashtanga sangraha Uttara tantra 50th chapter with commentaries 
4. Ashtanga hridaya Uttara tantra 40th chapter with commentaries 
5. Tantrayukti Vichara by Neelamegha Vaidya 
6. Kautileeya Arthashastra 15 
7. Other allied Shastras like Nyaya, Meemansa, Vyakarana etc. 
 

IMPORTANCE 
 
Tantrayukti are important because of following advantages: 

शास्त्राधिगमः ।(सुगृहीतं शासं्त्र रक्षधत, दुगृृहीतं धक्षणोधत) (Ch.Si.12/48,49)Shastradhigama :  
A thorough understanding of Ayurveda is essential because it promotes health maintenance and effective 
treatment of diseases. Improper knowledge can potentially be harmful. 

प्रबोिनम्- अमु्बजवनस्यारृ्ः । (Ch.Si.12/46, Su.U.65/7) Prabodhanam Ambujavanasyarka:  
Just like the lotus blooms, in sunlight, with Tantrayukti, the meaning of Ayurvedic texts is elaborated. 

प्रर्ाशनम्- प्रदीपो वेश्मनो। (Ch.Si. 12/46, Su.U. 65/7) Prakashanam Padeepo Veshmano:  
Just like a light removes darkness in the house, with Tantrayukti, meaning of difficult topics becomes lucid. 

अनुक्तारृ्ज्ञानम्। (Su.U..65/6) Anuktartha Jnanartham:  
Tantrayukti enables to understand even the unsaid hidden meanings. 

आशु अन्यशास्त्रप्रबोिनम्। (Ch.Si.12/47) Aashu anyashatraprabodhanam:  
By knowing Tantrayukti, not only Ayurveda, but one becomes capable of understanding other allied sciences 
also. 

स्ववाक्यधसद्ध्यरृ्म्। (Su.U..65/5) Swavakya siddhyartham: 
The meanings drawn with help of Tantrayukti, justifies ones statements in a scientific discourse. 

असद्वाधदवाक्यप्रधतषेिनम्। (Su.U. 65/5) Asadvadi Vakya patishedham: 
In a scientific discourse, statements of those who are misinterpreting texts, can be refuted with the help of 
Tantrayukti. 
Thus, proper application of Tantrayukti serves the purpose of understanding the depth of knowledge of the 
classics and their Ayurvedic lexicons, Research Methodology, Tantrayukti utilities in a correct methodological 
way.[4] 
 

THIRTY SIX TANTRAYUKTI 
 
1. Adhikarana (Topic of discourse) 
An "Adhikarana" refers to the focal subject of discussion within a text, highlighting the main theme the author 
elaborates upon. For instance, in the first chapter of Vimana Sthana, the adhikarana pertains to specific details 
about rasa (taste) and dosha (bio-energetic principles), such as rasaprabhava and dosha interactions. 
Before reading and understanding a text, it is important to know the topic. The treatise is structured as per the 
adhikarana in various categories.[5] 
1. Shastra Adhikarana e.g.the topic of Charak Samhita is healthcare management. 
2. Sthana Adhikarana e.g.the topic of Nidana Sthana is diagnosis of diseases. 
3. Adhyaya Adhikarana e.g. the topic of Jwara Nidana is diagnosis of Jwara. 
4. Prakarana Adhikarana e.g. the topic of group of verses in a chapter. e.g. the verses no. 3 to 40 discuss 
the origin of Ayurveda. 
5. Shloka Adhikarana e.g. the topic of a particular verse. e.g the verse no.42 in first chapter of Sutra 
Sthana defines Ayurveda. 
In a chapter (adhyaya), there can be several focal topics (adhikarana). The interpretation of words or 
statements depends on the specific adhikarana they are associated with. Therefore, understanding the 
adhikarana is crucial. Even the therapeutic actions of medicines can be comprehended according to the 
relevant adhikarana. For example, in the 8th chapter of Chikitsa Sthana under Rajayakshma Chikitsa, there are 
multiple adhikarana. Sitopaladi choorna is prescribed in the context of treating kasa (cough), whereas talisadi 
choorna is used for arochaka (appetite loss). This distinction helps us grasp the unique therapeutic effects of 
each formulation. 
In clinical medicine, diagnosis of health and disease of a person is adhikarana. 
In research methodology, the topic of research is its adhikarana. 
2.Yoga (Appropriate arrangement of text) 
Terms positioned strategically across different contexts are structured to extract precise meanings. For 
instance, the five-step methodology—Pratijna (proposition or hypothesis), Hetu (reasoning or evidence), 
Drishtanta (examples), Upanaya (analogy), and Nigamana (conclusion)—is employed to elucidate the 
relationship between factors such as Matrija (mother engendered) and Pitrija (father engendered) in the 
formation of the embryo. 
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In clinical medicine, organizing patient history, delineating pathogenesis, and devising appropriate treatment 
protocols constitute a cohesive approach. 
In research, the systematic sequencing of events, meticulous organization of data, and thorough interpretation 
of findings are crucial. This structured approach is essential in scientific writing to ensure clarity and precision. 
3. Hetvartha (Extension of concepts with references): 
Hetvartha involves utilizing concepts across different contexts with appropriate references. It elucidates 
hidden conditions using visible and familiar examples. Concepts introduced in initial chapters of Samhita are 
expanded and applied in later contexts to derive suitable meanings and applications, such as clinical 
applications. 
For example, in Charaka Samhita Su.12/5, the concept that continuous consumption of substances with similar 
properties enhances those properties in the body tissues (dhatu) is explained. This concept is further employed 
in various contexts, as seen in Cha.Sha.6.9 and applied in Chikitsa Sthana for treating disorders related to 
decreased body constituents. 
In clinical medicine, Hetvartha is used to establish relationships between various causative factors of diseases 
and guide treatment accordingly. 
In research methodology, Hetvartha supports observations and results by referencing available evidence and 
literature. 
4. Padartha (Correct meaning of word or group of words) 
Certain Sanskrit terms carry diverse meanings. By applying tantrayukti, the correct interpretation of a term 
based on its context can be derived. This principle dictates that when a word with multiple meanings is used, 
only the meaning that fits the preceding and subsequent contexts should be accepted. Various words are 
aligned together to extract the appropriate meaning that fits the context. 
For example, the term "Rasa" holds different meanings in various contexts: in relation to dhatu, it denotes a 
body tissue akin to plasma; in pharmaceuticals, it refers to the juice of an herb; concerning digestion, it signifies 
the initial product formed in the digestive process, which later transforms into tissue; and in herbo-mineral-
metallic formulations, it denotes mercury. Thus, applying padartha tantrayukti helps in understanding the 
correct meaning of "rasa" as per its specific context. 
Similarly, in certain instances, individual words may have different meanings in other contexts. However, when 
combined in a particular context, they convey a specific technical meaning. For instance, in the 16th chapter of 
Sutra Sthana, the combination of the words Svabhava, Uparama, and Vada—each having distinct meanings 
elsewhere—forms the term "Svabhavoparamavada." In this context, it signifies a proposed theory suggesting 
that certain causal factors are responsible for the formation and manifestation of objects, while no additional 
cause is necessary for their destruction, as it is inherent in their nature to perish. 
In summary, tantrayukti ensures that the meanings of terms are accurately understood based on their 
contextual usage, aligning with the preceding and subsequent discourse. 
5. Pradesha (Partial adumbration) 
When the information on a particular subject is extensive, it is summarized in a way that serves as an 
illustrative example for readers, providing guidance on further details that cannot be fully elaborated in the 
treatise. For instance, guidelines for preparing medicinal formulations are provided in texts such as Cha.Su.4/4 
and Cha.Ka.12/43. In Kalpa Sthana, 600 formulations are described to illustrate these guidelines. It is 
emphasized that understanding these principles enables the preparation of countless formulations. 
In clinical medicine, crucial insights gleaned from a small number of patients are used to establish common 
guidelines for understanding the pathogenesis and managing specific conditions. 
In research methodology, observations from a small sample of the population are studied to infer effects that 
can be extrapolated to larger populations. (6) 
6. Uddesha(Concise statement) 
Uddesha refers to a concise approach of briefly introducing a subject without delving into intricate details. For 
example, when referring to "disease" (vyadhi), it encompasses both internal and external ailments without 
specifying any particular type. In the first chapter of Sutra Sthana (Ch.Su.1.24), it is mentioned that Lord Indra 
elucidated Ayurveda to Sage Bharadvaja using a threefold methodology: Hetu (causes), Linga (symptoms and 
signs), and Aushadha (treatment modalities). This foundational concept is subsequently elaborated upon 
throughout the text in relation to health and diseases, discussing factors contributing to both health and 
disease states. 
 
In clinical medicine, the patient's history is often succinctly summarized to outline diagnosis and principles of 
management. 
In research methodology, the abstract serves as a brief overview containing essential statements from all 
sections of the study. (7) 
7. Nirdesha(Elaboration) 
Nirdesha is the process of expanding upon a concise statement with more detailed information. For example, in 
Sutra Sthana (Cha.Su.1/57), three body Doshas—Vayu, Pitta, and Kapha—are mentioned, providing a brief 
overview similar to Uddesha. Subsequently, further details about these Doshas, including their properties, 
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functions, causes of imbalance, and treatment strategies, are expounded upon in chapters one, twelve, twenty 
of Sutra Sthana, and in the sixth chapter of Vimana Sthana. 
In clinical practice, technical terminology is used to denote a procedure, followed by a comprehensive 
description of the procedure. 
In research, ideas are elaborated with meticulous details in dissertations or research articles for thorough 
understanding and clarity. 
8. Vakyashesha(Supply of ellipsis) 
This method involves implying an idea suggested by the context but not explicitly stated. In ancient texts 
(Samhitas), authors often omit certain words in statements to maintain conciseness. However, these omitted 
words are essential for correctly interpreting the statement and can be inferred easily. For instance, in 
Cha.Su.16/28, it is stated that causative factors are necessary for the formation (utpatti) of objects but not for 
their cessation (nirodha). Here, the phrase "are necessary" is not directly mentioned but can be understood and 
is crucial for comprehending the statement. This method entails reading between the lines to uncover the 
hidden meaning of a sentence by thoroughly understanding it. 
In clinical practice, specific guidelines are applied uniformly in instructions. For example, if a patient is advised 
to avoid exercise, it implies refraining from all forms of physical activity. 
In research, hidden meanings can be uncovered through meticulous analysis of data and its interpretation. 
9. Prayojana(Purpose) 
Prayojana refers to the goal or objective for which a description is provided or actions are initiated. For 
example, in Ayurveda, the prayojana or purpose is stated as achieving dhatusamya, which is the balanced state 
of all body constituents. 
In clinical medicine, every treatment aims to restore equilibrium and uphold homeostasis within the body. 
In research, the purpose of the study is articulated through its aims and objectives. 
10. Upadesha (Authoritative instruction) 
This method involves providing general instructions issued by authoritative figures. These guidelines, 
established by ancient scientists, are crucial directives that may be challenging for a layperson to comprehend 
fully. They outline specific actions to be taken in various conditions, whether for patient treatment or for the 
maintenance and enhancement of health. These instructions detail what needs to be done, how it should be 
done, and the sequence in which tasks should be executed. 
For instance, in the thirteenth chapter of Sutra Sthana, there is guidance stating that swedana (sudation 
therapy) should always follow snehana (oleation therapy) (Cha.Su.13/99). Such advice stems from the 
extensive knowledge, experience, and wisdom of ancient scientists, making it profoundly significant in practical 
application. 
In clinical medicine, it is essential to adhere to the instructions provided by experienced physicians regarding 
patient care. 
In research, foundational evidence derived from high-quality studies serves as the cornerstone of investigation 
and analysis. 
11. Apadesha (Reasoning of statement) 
This method involves providing explanations for statements by presenting their underlying reasons. After 
stating a particular fact, logical and scientific reasoning is offered to support it. For example, in the third 
chapter of Vimana Sthana, while discussing epidemics, it is mentioned that factors such as wind, water, and 
land become increasingly hazardous (Cha.Vi.3/10). The reasoning follows, explaining that these factors are 
progressively harder to avoid. While a person can potentially shelter indoors or relocate to avoid polluted 
abnormal wind, avoiding contaminated water sources is more challenging because they may be limited and 
finite. Furthermore, avoiding contaminated land presents an even greater challenge. 
In clinical medicine, all disease processes and their management are accompanied by underlying reasons and 
causal explanations. 
In research, every statement is substantiated with rationale. Cause-and-effect relationships observed in data 
are thoroughly analyzed and discussed in research documents. 
12. Atidesha (Indication of future event) 
Atidesha involves using a statement in multiple contexts. It also includes predicting a future event based on 
current indications or prognostications. For example, if a person shows signs of vata imbalance, it can predict 
future vata-related disorders or conditions like bowel diseases (udavarta). 
In clinical medicine, significant clues from patient history and examinations are utilized to forecast the 
prognosis, disease progression, and optimal treatment duration. 
In research, the interpretation of statistical data is employed to make future predictions and projections. 
13. Arthapatti (Implication) 
Arthapatti is the process of deducing an unexpressed meaning from a statement. It is also employed to uncover 
implicit meanings within statements. For instance, the advice to avoid eating curd at night implies that curd can 
be consumed during the daytime (Cha.Su.7/61). 
In clinical medicine, it is important to adhere to implicit instructions, such as the example of consuming curd as 
mentioned above. 
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In research methodology, thorough discussion of the meaning of statements and their implications is essential 
for achieving clarity and understanding of both the benefits and drawbacks. 
14. Nirnaya (Decision): 
Nirnaya refers to a decision reached through scientific discussion, considering arguments from both 
perspectives. For instance, in the tenth chapter of Sutra Sthana, the debate between Lord Atreya and Sage 
Maitreya regarding the significance of the quadruple—physician, attendants, medicines, and the patient—is 
recounted (Cha.Su.10/4-5). Maitreya argues that these factors do not play a significant role in curing diseases, 
but Lord Atreya refutes this and establishes their importance. Lord Atreya concludes that these factors, when 
possessing good qualities, are crucial for effective treatment, which is termed as Nirnaya. 
In clinical medicine, this method can be applied to arrive at a final diagnosis. 
In research methodology, Nirnaya involves deriving conclusions about the outcomes of research, which are 
presented in the conclusion section. 
15. Prasanga (Restatement in other context): 
Prasanga is the act of referring to previously discussed topics in different contexts to provide clarity and 
understanding. It involves alluding to certain facts mentioned earlier, which are necessary for comprehending 
concepts in various contexts. This is not mere repetition but rather serves to reinforce understanding. For 
example, according to Charak Samhita, only sama prakriti (balanced state of all three doshas) is considered 
Prakriti (natural constitution), whereas Vatala (Vata dominant) etc. Prakriti (specific body constitution with 
predominant dosha) are termed as vikriti (imbalance). Therefore, treatments for these conditions are 
described in the seventh chapter of Sutra Sthana (Cha.Su.7/41). This concept is reiterated in the sixth chapter 
of Vimana Sthana (Cha.Vi.6/14-18) to discuss treatments specific to vatala and other imbalanced states. 
In clinical medicine, Prasanga is valuable for linking previous events to current pathogenesis. 
In research, Prasanga involves referencing the same source in different contexts to strengthen arguments or 
clarify points. 
16. Ekanta (Categorical statement): 
Ekanta refers to an unequivocal statement confirming a specific aspect without room for debate. For example, 
it categorically states that Madanaphala fruit induces vomiting under all circumstances. Such statements are 
considered absolute truths that leave no scope for differing opinions or arguments. 
In clinical medicine, Ekanta statements are akin to confirmatory or final diagnoses. 
In research, Ekanta represents conclusions drawn after meta-analysis of multiple research studies, establishing 
definitive findings on a particular topic. 
17. Anekanta (Compromising statement): 
Anekanta refers to the virtue of acknowledging that different opinions exist on a particular subject. For 
example, various viewpoints on the origin of Purusha (living being or human being) are presented. None of 
these viewpoints is entirely wrong or completely true independently regarding the origin of Purusha. 
Therefore, it is concluded that Purusha originates from all these factors collectively (Cha.Su.25/26-29). 
Adhering to a unilateral view would prevent one from comprehending the complete truth, which is known as 
Anekanta. 
In clinical medicine, multi-factorial diagnoses and multi-drug treatments exemplify the principle of Anekanta. 
In research, Anekanta involves considering multiple references, viewpoints, and counter-views to derive 
comprehensive outcomes. 
18. Apavarga (Exception): 
Apavarga involves allowing exceptions to general guidelines. For instance, while it is generally advised not to 
consume stale food due to health concerns, fruits, dried meat, and dried vegetables are exceptions to this rule 
(Cha.Su.8/20). 
In clinical medicine, exceptions are made based on the specific condition of the patient. In research 
methodology, exceptions are described in terms of exclusion criteria. 
19. Viparyaya (Assertion to contrary): 
Viparyaya refers to asserting the opposite based on a positive or negative assertion. For example, it is stated 
that foods or medicines with madhura (sweet), amla (sour), and lavana (salty) tastes pacify vata. By 
implication, foods with katu (pungent), tikta (bitter), and kashaya (astringent) tastes aggravate vata 
(Cha.Su.1/66). 
In clinical medicine, similar principles are applied to understand the effects of different treatments or 
conditions. In research, Viparyaya involves considering the implied opposite meaning or assertion in the 
context of scientific inquiry. 
20. Purvapaksha (Objection): 
Purvapaksha refers to raising objections against a statement. For example, in various sections of the Samhita, 
objections are raised which then lead to further detailed discussions on the topic. Addressing these objections 
with proper justification constitutes Purvapaksha. For instance, in the sixth chapter of Sharira Sthana, the 
question of whether Atma (the soul) devoid of actions can be responsible for all actions initiates a debate aimed 
at uncovering scientific truth. 
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In clinical medicine, discussing patient history with objections and justifications helps in reaching a final 
diagnosis and formulating appropriate treatment protocols. In research, Purvapaksha begins with objections to 
existing theories, followed by discussions and reviews of earlier research on the topic. 
21. Vidhana (Sequential interpretation): 
Vidhana involves arranging evidences in a sequential order and interpreting them into coherent statements. 
Concepts in the texts are elaborated upon in subsequent descriptions within the text itself. For example, in the 
seventh chapter of Sutra Sthana, it is mentioned that the channels responsible for eliminating metabolic by-
products (mala) are affected by abnormal increases or decreases in mala. Immediately following this 
statement, further explanation is provided that such fluctuations in mala levels can be inferred by observing 
obstructed or excessive elimination through external orifices (Cha.Su.7/42-43). 
In clinical medicine, chronological sequencing is crucial for understanding disease pathogenesis and planning 
step-by-step treatment protocols. In research, Vidhana entails following a proper sequence or step-by-step 
protocol to ensure clarity and systematic interpretation of findings. 
22. Anumata (Acceptance of other interpretations): 
Anumata signifies the acceptance of interpretations provided by other authorities when they are not 
contradicted. While authors of texts offer their own interpretations and opinions, they also occasionally 
reference significant opinions of others. Some of these opinions are refuted, but those left unchallenged 
indicate a level of acceptance. For example, opinions from other authorities regarding the treatment of 
hemorrhoids are quoted (Cha.Chi.14/33). Lord Atreya provides his own viewpoint, yet opinions suggesting 
surgical treatments for hemorrhoids are also mentioned without refutation. This implies acceptance that such 
methods may also be viable treatments. 
In clinical medicine, various valid perspectives are discussed and interpreted to formulate a final diagnosis and 
treatment plan. In research methodology, different opinions are considered, and alternative views are quoted 
to highlight the uniqueness of the research. 
23. Vyakhyana (Elaboration): 
Vyakhyana refers to the method of detailed explanation provided by the author himself. Certain topics are 
extensively described to enhance understanding. For instance, the concept of Purusha (living being, human 
being) composed of a conglomeration of 24 principles is mentioned in a verse (Cha.Sha.1/17). Further 
elaboration on this concept follows (Cha.Sha.1/18-42). 
In clinical medicine and research, detailed case reports or case series are often published to elaborate on 
specific cases or phenomena. 
24. Samshaya (Doubt): 
Samshaya involves presenting statements that may create doubt or confusion in the reader's mind, which is 
essential for achieving clarity. Often, both interpretations of a statement can be correct. For instance, it is stated 
that according to some authorities, parents are the cause of birth, while others argue that svabhava (nature) is 
the cause (Cha.Su.11/6). Addressing these doubts helps in providing clear answers and understanding. 
In clinical medicine, doubts about underlying pathologies are raised and resolved through thorough 
investigations. In research, doubts about the validation of concepts are raised and discussed in the context of 
reviewing existing literature. 
25. Ateetavekshana (Retrospective referencing): 
Ateetavekshana allows referencing to previously described concepts or information. Ideas mentioned in earlier 
sections or chapters are applied in subsequent chapters or sections for better understanding. For example, 
specific types of Sweda (sudation) are indicated for the treatment of Jwara (fever) (Cha.Chi.3/269). These types 
of Sweda are already described in the 14th chapter of Sutra Sthana (Cha.Su.14/39-40), making it unnecessary 
to repeat their description. 
In clinical medicine and research, referencing previous experiences and evidence supports statements and 
conclusions. 
26. Anagataveksha (Prospective reference): 
Anagataveksha involves leaving certain topics for future description and elaboration. Concepts or information 
intended for later sections or chapters are briefly mentioned with a reference to future sections. For example, 
six hundred formulations are mentioned in the fourth chapter of Sutra Sthana (Cha.Su.4/4). Detailed 
descriptions of all these formulations are provided later in Kalpa Sthana. 
In clinical medicine, predicting possible complications of a disease or future courses of treatment is essential. In 
research, potential outcomes and future trends are predicted based on current information and trends. 
27. Svasanjna/Swasandnya (Technical nomenclature): 
Svasanjna/Swasandnya refers to the use of specific terms with meanings unique to the context, often different 
from their meanings in other literatures. These technical terms carry specific meanings within the discipline. 
For example, the term dosha traditionally means faults, but in Ayurveda, it refers to fundamental vitiating 
factors in the body. Similarly, terms like jentaka or holaka, unique to Ayurveda, denote specific types of Sweda 
(sudation). Samsarga or sannipata, which typically mean contact in general literature, refer to specific 
pathological conditions involving two or three doshas respectively in Ayurveda. This specialized usage ensures 
clarity and precision in communication within the field. 
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In clinical medicine, technical terms or nomenclature are employed to denote specific conditions or protocols, 
enhancing precision in diagnosis and treatment. In research, technical terms are used to define methodologies 
or study designs, ensuring clarity and consistency in scientific communication. 
28. Uhya (Logical deduction): 
Uhya involves the logical interpretation of texts to enhance understanding. While texts provide guidelines on 
diagnosis and management, the vaidya (physician) applies their own intelligence and wisdom to make clinical 
decisions. The texts often advise vaidyas to use their own discretion in certain situations. For instance, when 
describing medicines suitable for basti (medicated enema), it is suggested that vaidyas may exclude unsuitable 
medicines and include appropriate ones not explicitly mentioned in the text (Cha.Vi.8/149). 
In clinical medicine, analyzing data and interpreting findings based on logical deductions are crucial for making 
informed decisions. 
In research, the analysis and interpretation of data are essential for drawing meaningful conclusions and 
making scientific advancements. 
29. Samucchaya (Compilation/Collection): 
Samucchaya involves grouping together two or more similar things for emphasis. Multiple words or concepts 
are used in a sentence to highlight their individual significance. For example, important assessment parameters 
of residual lifespan are listed in the first chapter of Indriya Sthana (Cha.In.1/3). Each word is specified with 
'Cha', indicating their equal importance and collective relevance. 
In clinical medicine, grouping similar symptoms aids in diagnosing specific diseases or conditions. 
In research, collecting and grouping data based on similar criteria facilitate analysis and interpretation. 
30. Nidarshana (Illustration): 
Nidarshana allows describing something by analogy with other well-known things to enhance understanding. 
Simple examples from familiar contexts are used, making them accessible to all. For instance, in the first 
chapter of Sharira Sthana, it is argued that the Atma (soul) is responsible for all actions because other factors 
are inanimate and incapable of acting independently. This is illustrated by comparing it to the process of 
making a pot: denying the existence of Atma would imply that clay, a rod, and a wheel can independently 
produce a pot in the absence of a potter (Cha.Sha.1/43-44). Such examples are termed as Nidarshana. 
In clinical medicine, illustrations are used to explain diagnoses, pathologies, and the mechanisms of action of 
medicines. 
In research, using examples and analogies from everyday life or known phenomena helps in clarifying complex 
concepts and theories. 
31. Nirvachana (Scientific illustrations/Definition): 
Nirvachana involves providing scientific illustrations or definitions that are comprehensible only to experts in 
the field. These examples elucidate complex concepts and are essential for precise communication within the 
discipline. For example, in the sixteenth chapter of Sutra Sthana, Svabhavoparamavada is discussed 
(Cha.Su.16/27). According to this concept, specific causative factors are required for the production and 
manifestation of objects, while their destruction or annihilation is attributed solely to their inherent nature. 
This illustrates that no other cause apart from their nature is necessary for the destruction of objects, 
analogous to the continuous passage of time which requires no external cause for its progression. Such 
examples are termed as Nirvachana. 
In clinical medicine, definitions and scientific illustrations clarify concepts, conditions, and treatment protocols. 
In research, using precise definitions and scientific illustrations ensures accuracy and clarity in presenting 
methodologies and findings. 
32. Niyoga (Injunction): 
Niyoga refers to mandatory guidelines or directives to be followed. These directions are based on deep 
knowledge, extensive experience, and scientifically developed insights, and therefore, compliance is imperative. 
For instance, in the first chapter of Vimana Sthana, principles of dietary habits are outlined (Cha.Vi.1/24-25). 
Adhering to these guidelines is essential to prevent illness. 
In clinical medicine, adherence to management protocols for diet, lifestyle, and medications is crucial for 
effective treatment. 
In research, following protocols for data collection, study design, and analysis ensures consistency and 
reliability in results. 
33. Vikalpana (Option): 
Vikalpana involves presenting alternative or optional directions. Several options are provided, and the 
appropriate one can be selected as per the situation. The term 'Va' is used to denote these options. For example, 
for patients with Prameha (diabetes), water processed with heartwood of medicinal plants like asana is 
recommended. Alternatively, water processed with kusha grass can also be used (Cha.Chi.6/46). 
In clinical medicine, providing options allows for personalized treatment plans tailored to individual patient 
needs. 
In research, suggesting alternatives provides avenues for further exploration and investigation in subsequent 
studies. 
34. Pratutsara (Rebuttal): 
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Pratutsara involves the refutation of opinions presented in a scientific discussion using logical reasoning. For 
instance, during a conference discussing the origin of Purusha (living being, human being), Parikshi Maudgalya 
suggested that Purusha originates from Atma (soul). This assertion was subsequently refuted by Sharaloma, 
who argued that Purusha is produced from mana (mind) (Cha.Su.25/8-25). Such exchanges help in refining and 
validating scientific arguments. 
In clinical medicine, debating various viewpoints contributes to the process of differential diagnosis and 
treatment planning. 
In research, peer review processes involve critiquing and refuting the views of other researchers to ensure 
scientific rigor and accuracy. 
35. Uddhara (Re-affirmation): 
Uddhara refers to the reaffirmation of one's own opinion in a scientific discussion after refuting opposing 
views. This is done with the support of scientific reasoning. For example, in the twenty-fifth chapter of Sutra 
Sthana, 
 

APPLICABILITY 
 
The methods can be categorized under following categories as per their applicability in treatise. 
 

Table 1: Categories of Tantrayukti as per applicability 
Sr.No Applicability Tantrayukti 
1 Basic structure of text Prayojana, Adhikarana, Vidhana, Yoga, Uddesha, Nirdesha 

2 
Statements of theories, 
principles, and rules 

Niyoga, Apavarga, Vikalpana, Upadesha, Swasandnya,Nirnaya, 
rasanga,Ekanta,Anekanta,Viparyaya 

3 
Explanation and 
elaboration of Various 
concepts 

Nirvachana, Purvapaksha, Anumata, Vyakhyana, Nidarshana,Hetvartha, 
Apadesha, Atidesha, Uhya 

4 
Precise editing and style of 
expression 

Vakyashesha, Arthapatti, Samucchaya,Padartha, Ateetavekshana, 
Anagatavekshana,Predesha, Pratyutsara, Uddhara, Sambhava 

 

DISCUSSION 
 
Tantrayukti, as elucidated in this article, offers a profound insight into the methods of reasoning and 
argumentation in classical Indian philosophy. Its systematic approach to debate and dialogue reflects a deep-
seated philosophical tradition aimed not only at establishing truth but also at refining the process of logical 
inquiry itself. 
One of the notable aspects of Tantrayukti is its emphasis on the structure and form of arguments. By 
categorizing arguments into hetu (reason), udaharana (example), and chala (rebuttal), Tantrayukti provides a 
framework that encourages clarity and precision in reasoning. This structured approach not only aids in 
presenting arguments effectively but also in critiquing opposing viewpoints with rigor and fairness. 
Furthermore, Tantrayukti serves as a bridge between theory and practice in Indian philosophical traditions. Its 
application extends beyond philosophical debates to various fields such as jurisprudence, ethics, and even 
everyday discourse. The principles of Tantrayukti have been adapted and applied in legal reasoning, where the 
clarity of argumentation and the validity of evidence play crucial roles. 
Moreover, Tantrayukti underscores the importance of context in understanding arguments. The concept of 
chala, or fallacy, highlights the need to be vigilant against deceptive or misleading reasoning techniques. This 
aspect of Tantrayukti encourages practitioners not only to analyze arguments critically but also to cultivate 
intellectual humility by acknowledging the limitations of one's own viewpoints. 
In contemporary times, Tantrayukti continues to be relevant as a tool for analyzing and evaluating arguments 
in diverse contexts. Its systematic approach can enrich modern debates by promoting clarity, coherence, and 
logical consistency. Moreover, its emphasis on respecting opposing viewpoints and engaging in constructive 
dialogue resonates with principles of civil discourse and intellectual honesty. 
As we reflect on Tantrayukti, it becomes evident that its enduring legacy lies not only in its theoretical 
contributions to Indian philosophy but also in its practical applications across disciplines. By understanding 
and applying the principles of Tantrayukti, scholars and practitioners can enhance their ability to navigate 
complex arguments, contribute meaningfully to intellectual discourse, and ultimately, strive towards a more 
informed and reasoned understanding of truth. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
"Tantrayukti, one of the time-tested methods to formulate an ideal shastra or manuscript or text book which 
helps minimizing or nullifying the errors, it also emerges not only as a sophisticated tool of reasoning in Indian 
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philosophical discourse but also as a testament to the ingenuity of ancient Indian thinkers in systematizing and 
codifying argumentative strategies. By employing nuanced methods such as hetu, udaharana, and chala, 
Tantrayukti not only facilitates rigorous debate but also encourages a deeper understanding of diverse 
viewpoints. Its application extends beyond philosophical debates to legal reasoning and everyday discourse, 
highlighting its enduring relevance in contemporary contexts. As we continue to explore its intricacies, 
Tantrayukti stands as a timeless example of how logical frameworks can enrich our intellectual traditions and 
foster a more nuanced approach to understanding truth."   
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